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EnviroSafe Steps for Cockroaches

Please remember that just because you see one roach that it does not mean there is a thousand! It has been our experience that roaches are typically brought into our buildings by our students, staff or other users of the facility. The other major way the roaches are brought into our buildings is on or in packaging. Food shipments are traditionally one of the biggest problems areas. The following steps will help to prevent and/or eliminate roach problems.

1.) It is very important that food items that are in cardboard shipping boxes be unpacked and placed in sealed containers. All unnecessary cardboard needs to be discarded as soon as possible. The corrugation in the cardboard is an excellent harborage site for roaches.

2.) Food items need to be stored in sealed plastic, glass or metal container. Plastic saran wrap does not seal the food from roaches.

3.) Eating in the building needs to be confined to designated areas so that the custodial staff can clean these areas properly. Non-custodial staff can assist by making sure that spilled food is picked up immediately and that the custodian is advised of the spill area so that it can be thoroughly cleaned.

4.) It is very important that potential harborage sites be eliminated by discarding unused items, eliminating clutter, making sure drains work properly, caulking or sealing cracks and rotating stock. Blow hot air from a hair dryer or heat gun into cracks; you will find harborage points this way. Clean cracks and crevices with Super C Professional Cleaner (4 oz. per quart). After cracks dry, all visible cracks and crevices need to be caulked.

5.) Please be sure that all plumbing leaks, condensation problems, roof/window leaks and drain problems are repaired. Roaches have a high moisture need by eliminating it you will help to prevent a problem. Use a dehumidifier in damp areas.

6.) In historical problem areas please mop daily with Super C Professional (2 ounces per gallon) and/or borax. You may add a cup of borax to your Super C Professional mop water if you wouid like. These two products help to eliminate the pheromone odor that is built up in areas of roach activity. You may want to spray cracks in these areas with Super C Professional (2 ounces per quart) to eliminate the pheromone that is associated with roach harborage sites. For areas of new activity after mopping with the above mix and the floor is dry lightly sprinkle borax under appliances and furniture this will help absorb the pheromone odor. If no roaches have been seen, trapped or reported for a week you can stop this procedure.

7.) One hour after dark, enter the room/home/building with a red/yellow light and a vacuum. Vacuum up all visible roaches before turning on the regular lights. If you are using a dry vac, add 1 teaspoon of medicated powder to the bag to kill the roaches. If you are using a WetDry Vac, have some soapy water in the container to kill the roaches. This alone may solve the problem if your roach numbers are low.

8.) Place pheromone traps in the affected area to monitor for roach activity. These traps are available from EnviroSafe. One roach in the trap does not mean you have a problem. We use a threshold level of one roach per trap per day as our guide for action. If this level is exceeded we will apply a least toxic pesticide. If  pheromone traps indicate continued activity in the room or you have reported sightings of roaches please let us know.

Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to call us. Thank you.
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EnviroSafe Steps for Cockroaches in Wheelchairs

Wheelchairs often provide and ideal environment for roaches to live in and are one way that roaches are brought into school buildings and public facilities. Because users of wheelchairs are often very sensitive to chemicals we have developed the following procedure for this unique pest management situation.

1.} Please make sure that the wheelchair is thoroughly cleaned and all food particles are removed from it. Pay close attention to seams where tubes meet on chair and fabric.

2.) When the chair is not in use, place the chair outside in the winter time. If it is a school setting transfer user to another chair and place the problem chair outside or in a walk-in freezer.

3.) Remove the upper end caps to the tubes and do any or all of the following: using a CO2 pop cylinder with a rubber hose attached to it, inject CO2 in the tubes this should freeze the roaches. With an industrial heat gun blow hot air in tubes and heat the tubes at these temperatures roaches will not survive. Please be careful not to harm the finish on the tubes or the fabric on the chair. Spray Super C Professional at 2 ounces per quart in the tubes, this will remove the pheromone and the roach droppings from the tubes. Spray borax mixed at 1 cup per gallon of hot water inthe tubes this will help to remove the odor from the tubes. After these steps remove lower caps on tubes and blow them out with an air compressor

4.)  When chair has dried or cooled down from procedures in step 3 use bulb duster to lightly dust in the tubes with borax this will help absorb any remaining odor or pheromone. Please be sure you have the parent or guardians permission to do this. Please note: we have talked to some school districts who have been using pool filter diatomaceous earth to dust into tubes we do not advise you to do this.

5.) Using clear or the appropriate colored caulk seal the holes around the bolts that hold the tubes together and any other possible entry point to the tubes.

6.) In the room where chair has been used please mop with Super C Professional (2oz. per gallon) and/or borax.  You may add a cup of borax to your Super C Professional mop water  if you would  like.

7.) Place pheromone traps in the affected area to monitor for roach activity. These traps are available from EnviroSafe. With parents permission you may want to attach one of these traps to the bottom of the seat of the infested wheelchair.

8.) If pheromone traps indicate continued activity in the room or you have reported sightings of roaches please let us know. In the meantime you should inspect the room at night with a yellow lensed flashlight and a vacuum. Vacuum up any visible roaches. Place vacuum bag in sealed plastic bag and discard or use wet/dry vac with soap water in it.

Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to call us.  Thank you.
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e A  L T E R N A  T I V  E   S
SANE COCKROACH Mi\NAGEl\ffiNT, PARI' 1

BY CARRIB  SWADENER	then   drop  it  before   it  hatches.   Each   egg
case yields about 40 nymphs. The nymphs go through  six or seven growth  stages  (in
 The cockroaches will enter the jar, but can't crawi out. The trapped roaches may be killed by putting hot soapy water in the jar,
Few creatures inspire as much negathe
emotion as cockroaches do. This. is partly due to their prehistori:C appearance, partly to the perceived stigma of uncleanliness that accompanies them, and partly to their reputation of being invincible. Little can be
dvrn;   u  regru dc1 tu their dULit:ut ctppei:ifdllLt:1
but the presence of cockroaches does not mean one is poor housekeeper, and cock roaches are controllable without employing an arsenal of toxic poisons.
 stars) , and after about  100 days molt into
adults. A female Geiman cockroach may live for more than 200 days, and produce 4 egg cases. Other, cockroach species have longer or shorter life cycles, and handle  the
egg .cases differently: some carry them for a time, others attach them to  surfaces. 1
Trapping/Monit.oring

The first step in any cockroach management program is to ' realize · that eradication is an irrational if not impossible
 or .. by freezing the jar overnight. For best results,  the jar  should beleft  in place for at
least one week before  counting roaches. 1
Place the traps where. roaches are likely to be found; Cockroaches prefer tight en closed spaces that · are warm and moist. Cockroaches are thigmotactic; they like to have the top and bottom parts of their  bodies touching surfaces at the ,same time, so they prefer small crevices They also prefer to travel along the intersection of the floor and wall and along the perimeter of  objects
Biology	goal. You should rather decide how many
There   are   many   different    species   of	roaches  are  tolerable,  and  only  spend  time cockroaches, but five are commonly found	and  money  on  control when  the population
inside   houses  ·in the   U.S.:   Grman,     grows beyond  the tolerance  level..The pro
brownbanded,     rierital,   American   ati(l<    cess of setting a level of tolerane/as well   as
smokybrown.  .A/"sixth .· species,   the  Asiah ·    dt,ermining when the tolerance is1,exceeded, cockroach,  is  qcoming   established   li,  isrnade  easier  by  using  trapping  programs
Florida, but is not>yet widely distribute&;,t'tP monitor cockroach populations. Trap Cockroaches originally evolved as scavengers ping also identifies where cockroach popu of plant materials. Most live in and eat de- lations are, since cockroaches tend to cluster caying vegetation, then move indoors when     rather  than  spreading  out  evenly through-
food  or  weather  conditions  become  unfa-     out an apartment.1·2     / ,
vorable.   The   German   cockroach   is  most	There  are  many  diffrent   kinds  of  traps commonly  found  infesting  hous.  Efforts   available,  some  with  chernicalattractants,  should  always be  made to identify the one     some with food attractan. An have a  sticky
or more species that are infesting your house. substance that traps the rqch after entering Habitat preferences and other characteristics the trap. When a comparison w made unique to  the  problem species  provide between four  common brands of roach helpful  information when planning  control     traps,  0-Con  and 'J{aid     oach  traps   were
efforts.1		the most effective fr German cockroaches. Cockroactjes  are  nocturnal  > tl}ey are	Raid  Roach  traps wre als9 the most  effec
rarely seen during the day unless thy are tive for oriental, American and smokybrown disturbed   or  populations   are  vefy'"high.     roaches. Holiday Roach Coach was the most
Cockroaches  have  three stages in their  lire    effective for  the  brownbanded. 1
cycle: egg, nymph  and adult.  Female Ger-	One  can  also  make  homemade  roach man cockroaches cany an egg tase for most     traps by putting a banana pee12  or  a   piece
of the incubation period (16-28 days de- of white bread 1 (these baits are preferred by pending   on   humidity   and   temperature),       German   cockroaches   -  you   may   have   to
	experiment to find the most preferred bait for other roach species) in a wide-mouthed,

 rather than out in  the  open.  Traps should be placed in cupboards, next to walls, under sinks; stoves and  refrigerators,, next  to toi
•
lets. 12 Eight traps in  a  kitchen,  and. 3 per
bathroom is not  an  unreasonable  number of traps to place initially.1.3 Fewer traps may  be  used  for  on-going  monitoring.3
When .   monitoring    cockroach    popula
tions, the total number of cockroaches caught in, a 24 hour period should be di vided  by  the  total  number  of traps placed
in the area. This number is the most  help ful number  to use when  assessing whether
the tolerance level has been exceeded. To give you an idea bfscale; two cdckroaches' per  trap  means that  cockroaches are rarely
seen, even though some are present. The area where the traps catch the most cock.., roaches tells you where their harborage is located.  Count the  number  of cockroaches
caught in traps over a 24 hour period eveiy
week 1 or eveiy month2 depending on the size  of  the  population  and  the  effort you
want to. spend, but be consistent in how  often  you  check  the  traps.2  Keep the traps in  the  same  places.2  By  keeping accurate
records, you can easily monitor roach · populations and evaluate how well your control efforts are working. 1·2
Sanitation
Carrie  Swadet'\Clltr   is  NCAP's information services	quart sized jar  and smearing the top inch of
coordinator.
 the inside of the jar  with petroleum jelly.  1
 Sanitation  is essential to any roach  con-
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trol program. If there is not enough  food and  water  to  sustain  a  roach  population,
they will eventually move 91:1t1, Rpches live longer without food than yvatEir, sO'potential water sources shottld be reduced as well as food   sources. 1 Dripping   faucets  and  other
leaks should be fixed, and adequate drainage and ventiiation provided. 1·2 Remove pet food and water dishes at night or place them
in pans of soapy water. 1 Roaches live longer under . conditions  of  high  humidity,  so  a
 ideal  cockroach  habitat.2
Cockroaches have an infamous ability to mov fr,0111 oe area to an.other. 1., All potentjal entry.points shold 1Je sealed off; partlcarly if you live in  apartment building where other people may not be as diligent with their cockroach control efforts. Place screens behind any heating or cooling vents and caulk around the edges of  the
screen. Weatherstrip around doors  and windows  andrepair  holes  in  screens.1 SeaJJ ,
 tions to tolerable levels. Sometimes other' physical,  biological  and  chemical   control
rrietods !)1US,t be used. as well. Fortunarely thereare less-toxic methods that areeffettive and  feonably  priced. These will be ·sum
marized in part two of this factsheet. •

References

1. Olkowski, W., S. Daar and H. Olkowski. 1991. Common sense pest control: LeasHoxic solutions tor your home, garden, pets and community. Newtown, CT: The Taunton  Press.
dehumidifier may be useful· in some cases.3
 around ,  electrical   socket. covers  and  areas	2·
 Currie,  B.  Wanted:   Dead  only.  Environmental
Action. March/April 1986:	·
·
Other sources of water are toilet bowls and tanks, drain pipes, and sink traps. 12
An food should be stored  in  roach-proof
containers from the mofllent it is brought into the house. Suitable containers include glass   jars    with    rubber    gaskets   and
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Common Cockroach Species
(shown act.ual size)














German Cockroach


Oriental Cockroach (female, left and male, right)



















Brownbanded Cockroach (female, left and male, right)


American Cockroach

Source: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. 1980. Cockroaches: How to control them. Leaflet #430. Washington, D.C.: Science and Education Administration.
tuppenvare-type plastic containers that seal by  pressure. 1 Any organic waste should be
kepMn containers with tight fitting lids and emptied outside frequently. Consider keep ing two containers on hand, so one may be dPnPrl    nrl    irPrt  out  while  the  other  is in
use.1 Thoroughly clean food preparation areas and any used dishes immediately after
use and wipe them· dry. Submerge dirty dishes in soapy water until time is available to washthem. Give the kitchen thorough cleanings,  focusing  on  areas where grease
accumulates. 1  Include  areas  under refrig
erators, sinks, and stove elements and vents. Frequently sweep up any crumbs on   floors
and  counters. 1·2
Habitat Modifications

Cockroaches  spend  most  of  their   time in small cracks and crevices; . adult German cockroaches  can  hide  in  a crack as small  as
1/16  inch,  and  nymphs  in  cracks   even
smaller. 1 Any time spent sealing such cracks with paint or caulk is useful in reducing the number of cockroaches existing in an area.1·2 Using a clear caulk and a small tip will disguise any mess created by amateur caulkers.4  First  vacuum  out  the  crack  to
remove·any food, fecal material or egg cases that  may  be  present,  wash  the  area, then
seal  it  with  the  material  of  choice.1 Ifyour
house  is  older  and  has  many  cracks  and
crevices, first concentrate your efforts where you trap the most cockroaches.1 Avoid cre
ating clutter - a stack of old  newspapers   is
 adjacent. to pipe entry points. 2
Although crucial to the success of any cockroach control program, trapping;· sani tation and habitat manipulation  may  not be  adequate  to  reduce  cockroach  popula-
 3. Olkowski, W., H. Olkowski. and S. Daar. 1991. Managing cockroaches with least-toxic  meth ods. Common Sense Pest Control Quarterly. Vll(1):5 19.
4. Stein, D. Dan's Practical Guide to Least Toxic Home Pest Control. 1991:·Eugene, OR: Hulogosi Communications, Inc.
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e  A  t T  E  R  N A  T  I V  E  $,,1,
St\NE COCKROACH MANAGEMENT, PART 2

..
BY CARRIE SWADENER
R
 
ffective wherJ S,eQ. in such areasas garbage chtttes. Carbondioxide fumigation involves
in
 
is does not produce fumes£ Boric acid has been shown to cause adversei.¢rects in Imig:'"
Tappin boX,eS Or furnite
 a piastic bag,
 te1;11 fding studies with labratory anima!5.
are is the person who could admi(   \iacu,uu;iing  ot,the  air; filling the bag witl
to genuinely liking coc.kroaches. Most of us , carbRq. dioxide ·and sealing it. The gfk" have distinctly unpleasantresponses to these . roaches:·die from lack of oxygen. 1	.
ubiquitous inse<::t:s and our thoughts center
	 Tnse adverse effects ieclµdtesticlf  at

oppY ..clfld: possible aqemia.,. When.· rfpr8 ·•·· ductive'  effects· were  .studied;  boric'acdd
caused decreased maj fertility, redµced
on how to get rid of them. The only long term solution to a roach problem is to fol lovv1 the sar1itation recommendations and habitat modifications that were summarized
in Part 1 of this factsheet QPR 15(2):22-
23). Occasionally, however, these sugges tions are not enough. We may feel that we can't tolerate the sight of another roach ih our kitchen or,bathroom. This part of the factsheet gives some recommendations for steps to. take under these circumstances.

Physical cont.rols
 Boric acid
When roach problems are serious enough that sanitation, habitat modification,  and the physical controls described above and in the first part. of this factsheet ·do not provide enough control, it may seem be easy to turn to chemical techniques. How ever, traditional broadcast chemical appli cations are often not successful in controlling roaches. Such applications merely repel roaches and cause them to move to other rooms· until the, chemical dissipates, then they return. Cockroaches have also become
 survival of offspring, and decreased offspring weight.4
Because of these problems, NCAP rec ommends that eye protection, a dust mask, and gloves should,be worn during applica tion; Boric acid should!be kept out of the reach of pets and children. It should not be used where  it may contact food.
Boric acid is usually sold as a: dust, but is
also available combined with a food bait or other attra.ctar1t :as a p;aste, or as a. grar1ular bait. Bait products allow effective cockroach control  with  careful  placement  of  a ve1y
/	Grabbing a paper towel and squashing an
 resistant   to  many  synthetic  insecticides. ,, ,    small amount  of boric  acid. It is' also avail
11
,occasional roach is a simple and effective way
of dealing with small roach populations. 1
Vacuuming is an excellent physical con trol technique. This may be done with. a standard household vacuum or a heavy duty "shop vac." Vacuums are both useful for removing egg cases and debris that would be food for roaches, and for sucking roaches
out of cracks or other areas when appropri ate attachments  are used.2 Although  most
roaches appear to suffocate from the  dust in the vacuum cleaner bag, to prevent any roaches escaping from the bag put it in a plastic  bag  and  discard  it or put  it in  the
freezer between vacuumings. 1
Quite often cockroaches will hitchhike in appliances, in boxes, or on furniture that is brought into a room. Steam cleaning or carbon dioxide fumigation are both us1;ful in killing, any stowaway roaches. Steam cleaning is only feasible for areas that will not  be damaged  by heat and water,  but  is
 Clearly  another strategy must : be· used to .:
achieve control of cockroach populations.\



" Traditional· broad• castchemical appl cationsare.,
often not successful
incont.rolling roaches."


An alternate strategy is to use less-toxic chemicals that kill slowly, do not repel roaches, and do not cause roach resistance. Boric acid has long been the favored choice for less-toxic cockroach control. Boric acid is both a stomach poison when the. roach eats it, and is a contact poison when it ad heres  to the roach's body.  Boric  acid dust
3
 able as a liquid for washing floors- and counters. Borax is also sometimes used in combination with a food bait, but is not as effective as boric acid for control of cock roaches. Other substances are added to bo-: ric acid to. give it an electrostatic charge so it adheres better to cockroaches, and·to keep the dust from caking or losing its adhering properties in the presence of moisture. Sometimes a bad tasting chemical is added to prevent children or animals from: ingest ing it,  or a blue dye is  added  so it can   be
seen.3
To control cockroaches, boric acid may be dusted into cracks and crevices or blown into wall voids; any locations where roaches are commonly found but are not accessible to children or pets should be considered. Light dustings (the dust should be barely visible) are superior . to heavy dustings, as cockroaches avoid thick deposits. Pastes may be  applied  where  cockroaches  travel  and
forage, but also should not be placed where



•
Carrie Swadener is NCAP's information services coordinator.
 remains effective for as long as it is dry.
Closely related to borax (the sodium salt of boric acid), boric acid has a low acute toxicity to humans and other mammals and
 
they are accessible to children and pets. (Behind refrigerators and stoves ai:e .com mon  locations.)  Boric  acid  treatments  do
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Cockroaches are probably the world's leastliked insects. This makes them a favorite subject for comics, but does not  mea  'ttfafpoi	e needed for their control.

not kill immediately, but you should see significant results within a couple of weeks. Studies comparing the effectiveness of bo ric acid treatments with broadcast applica tions of conventional pesticides have shown
equal or superior results achieved with boric acid, with nosigns of roach resistance.3
Two· products that have performed well
in Affir ; «t11f'lip,;i, afP Rorh PmfP {a pow.,.
der) and Blue Diamond  (a bait paste).3' .   ,

Des, ccat.i g Dusts
Two different materials can be used to kill cockroaches through desiccation, silica gel and· diatomaceous earth:· Both · these materials kill by abrading or absorbing ·the waxy  layer·. on the cockroach's  body  that
prevents water loss.5·6  They  are  both  ap
plied in the same manner: in a thin layer under and behind  appliances and  cabinets,
 made from the fossilized skeletons of plankton called diatoms. Purchase products marketed for insect control. Do not use the form of diatomaceous earth marketed for swimming pool filters; for this use it is heated  destroying  its  insecticidal  proper
ties. The  heating  als0 produces crystalline
silica, the cause of the lung disease silicosis.6 Diatomaceous  earth  is somewhat repel
lant to. cockroaches. This.lowers its efficacy when compared to silica gel or boric acid.6
Biological Control
Biological controls use natural parasites, predators, and diseases to manage cockroach problems. They have minimal impact on nontarget species (inc,h1ding hun;ians!), .and offer long-term control.
Disease:  A new  product  (Bengal)  is a
cockroach  bait station · that uses a disease,
 numbers of a cockroach parasitoid success fully controlled brownbanded roaches in a University of California building. However, these wasps are not available Commercially. 1
Conclusion
Here's what two pest management pro fessionals wrote after moving into a heavily ro::1rh-infP'-tPn	pa:rtmPnt:     "After   initial cleaning ... we set out traps, caulked, screened, weather-stripped, set up ·a ' tight garbage system, and trained ourselves either to clean up at night  or to  submerge dishes  in soapy water overnight.. . . We used boric acid in a few out of the way places. Within   a month we had reduced the roach popula tion to such a low level that we hardly ever saw a roach .... If the world's worst house;., ·
keepers can do it, so can you."1 Try the same
approach if you're faced with a roach prob
in cracl<..s, a1i
 d around holes.
 the fungus Metar.hiziw11anisopliae, to ldll
 lem; you'll not only find a long-lasting  so
Silica gel: The, name of this: material is
misleading, as it is not a·gel but a "fluffy, low-density amorphous material." 5 When a silica gel product,  Dri-Die  67, ·was com
pared to boric acid and an organophosphate insecticide for cockroach control, no differ ences in  efficacy  were  found.  (Boric acid
did·give better long-term control.)5
In laboratory tests, silica gel damages lungs when inhaled.5 During application, use of a dust mask is  important.
Some of the disadvantages of silica gel can be avoided by using it in inaccessible locations. For example, it is commonly used, to fill wall voids. Used this way, very  little
will end up in living spaces.5
Diatomaceous earth : This  material is
 cockroaches.  The  bait  (water),  as well as
the size and shape of th station,  attracts the roaches. They are expsed as they crawl through the station. Infected roaches can transmit the disease to other roaches. The fungus appears not to infect warm-blooded animals, fish, or bees. The· manufacturer has found them to be as effective in killing roaches  as bait  stations· using  the growth
regulator hydramethylnon. 7
Nematodes: A bait station using insect attacking · nematodes (microscopic worms) to kill roaches is under development.7
Parasitoids : Small wasps that lay their eggs in insect larvae or eggs which are then destroyed as the young wasp develops are called   parasitoids.   Introduction   of large
 lution to your pest problem, but you'll avoid the use of unnecessary poisons. +
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